City/Cité

Cultural and Professional Exchange Program in France

+ 6 weeks
+ June 2 – July 12, 2024
+ Paris

An Exploration of Architecture and Urban Planning
Gain Competitive Professional Experience in France!

https://frenchculture.org/frenchcultures/internships-abroad/city-cite-cultural-and-professional-exchange-program/

chicago@villa-albertine.org
Managed by the Villa Albertine and the French Embassy in the United States, this program is designed to inspire a new generation of students committed to promoting innovation and change in urban making. The program offers students the opportunity to engage in a 6-week summer school and internship in Paris.

**Program Highlights**

+ Become involved in a renowned architecture/planning firm in Paris and design a project that will have a real impact on urban making;
+ Work with a multicultural team with English speaking French students;
+ 1 week of seminars and visits about architecture and urban design in Paris; 5 weeks of immersive;
+ Discover the rich culture of Paris and its metropolis.

**Eligibility**

+ Undergraduate, graduate, and PhD students are eligible to apply.
+ Students in architecture, landscape & urban planning/design from any American university.

**Program Fees €400 including:**

+ Pre-registration for local transportation card;
+ Health and liability insurance;
+ Cultural visits and seminars;
+ Internship contract.

*Excluding accommodation and flight ticket: discounted accommodation available at the Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris

Thanks to the support of:

- AMBASSADE DE FRANCE AUX ETATS-UNIS
- ALBERTINE FOUNDATION
- MUSÉE DES ARTS ET METIERS